STEPHANIE + JEREMIAH

HEY MAMA,
We are excited to introduce our family to you. When
we decided to grow our family, adoption was always
our first choice. Our excitement is tempered by the
weight of the responsibility that is to be entrusted with
a beautiful child. This responsibility is one we are intimately aware of and one we take very seriously.
If you were to join us one evening, you’d be serenaded by giggles and squeals of joy as Ellie runs around
the house with our cat in her arms. Thankfully, our cat
is very patient and forgiving. Our dog is usually in
the background either sleeping or looking at the cat
pitifully. Ellie the super-helper puts the cat down and
sets the table or joins in stirring the pot of noodles.
We love to talk about the highs and lows of the day
and about what we are excited for tomorrow. When
we ask Ellie what her favorite part of the day was she
always responds with “EVERYTHING” using dramatic
arm motions. Then it’s bathtime, books on the couch,
BIG family hugs, and bedtime.
When we talk about growing our family with Ellie, we
use the idea that love is not a pie to be divided, but
a balloon that grows. Ellie has quickly gotten excited
about the idea of a little brother or sister. Ellie is going
to be a great big sister and is such a compassionate
child.
Our hope for our children is that they feel fiercely
loved by us and that they know their birth families
love them immensely. We want them to know we will
support them in their dreams and goals, and we hope
to instill a sense of compassion and unconditional love
for all. No matter what, we will support them wherever
their dreams may take them.
Thank you for your bravery and selflessness. We are
praying for you constantly, and we are honored to be
considered to join you on this journey. We hope you are
able to see the love and joy we have to share through
this book!

WITH LOVE,

Jeremiah
and
Stephanie

OUR ADOPTION
Story
STEPHANIE’S PERSPECTIVE
My desire to adopt started very early in life and comes from my own personal adoption story. When I was eight years old my birth father relinquished his rights, and for many years it
was just my mother and I. My mother ended up remarrying when I was in my early teens. My
mother’s husband and I spent several years bonding and growing our relationship. My mother’s husband was patient and gave me the time I needed. When I was 17 years old, my father
adopted me. Since turning 18 years old, I have reconnected with my birth father and half-sister
and have slowly built a relationship with them that I am grateful for. My adoption story has by
no means been an easy one, but it has been one filled with redemption and love.

JEREMIAH’S PERSPECTIVE
In 2010, Stephanie convinced me to go on a mission trip to Haiti. One of the days of the trip
we visited several orphanages. It was at that point that I realized that there were so many kids
in the world that needed a loving family, so why couldn’t we be that family? My heart quickly
changed, and adoption became something very near and dear to my heart. I count my position
as a great privilege, and I would be honored to come alongside a birth family in giving their
child all of the love I have to offer.

A LOOK INTO OUR
hearts

We adopted Ellie in 2018. She was born in China, and the only thing we know of her birth
family is from a letter they left with her in her
orphanage. We know that her family loved
her so much, and they were desperate for her
to get the medical help she needed (she was
born with a rare birth condition). We talk to
Ellie often about her birth family with honesty,
respect, and love. We are actively searching for
her birth family, and we hope that someday
we can connect. We want them to know she is
safe and loved. We hope that someday Ellie
can know them and that we can know them to
show them they are loved deeply by us.
We adopted Ellie through the special needs
program in China. Eliana was born with a rare
birth condition that is manageable, but not correctable. She had two major surgeries before
the age of three. We are friends with many other families who have adopted children through
the special needs program in China. We did
not start our adoption journey intending to
do special needs. In fact we were scared of
special needs adoption. God worked on our
hearts, and Ellie has changed our lives. Ellie
is so much more than her special need. God
showed us to not let fear rob us of the beauty of parenting an amazing child. We have a
heart for special needs adoption and are open
to expanding our family and adopting a child
with special needs.

OUR HEARTS ARE FULL
OF LOVE TO SHARE
WITH A SWEET CHILD.

OUR LOVE STO
THE VERY BEGINNING...
We both went to the same university and met through
our shared passion for ultimate frisbee. We spent several
years playing together and getting to know each other
before dating in 2007. Unknowingly, we both had liked
one another for years, but it never worked out until we
finally went out on a coffee/study date, and the rest is
history. It was amazing to have the experience to date
each other after having been friends for several years.
We know this has really strengthened our relationship. I
was always attracted to Jeremiah’s sweet and thoughtful
personality. While we have had some hard times together,
there is no one I’d rather weather a storm with. Fourteen
years later, our love is stronger than ever, though our
ultimate frisbee skills are definitely rusty.

THE PROPOSAL...
I (Jeremiah) like to go crazy with surprises. I spent
a night building out a picture of several things
we’d done together, of things we enjoyed, and of
places we’d lived. I then cut up the picture and
started to send Steph pieces of it while she was
away at Vanderbilt. On Christmas, Steph barely
made it into town with a massive snow storm in
Seattle. I surprised her with the last piece of the
puzzle that asked her to marry me - the puzzle
was complete. It’s silly, but puzzles have played
such a big role in our lives. As engineers, we love
puzzles and solving problems. We would do puzzles together late into the night, and when we
adopted our first daughter, we raised money
by creating a puzzle where friends and family
wrote notes to Ellie. It’s cool to see things like
that come full circle!
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WE’VE BEEN
M A R R I E D FOR
12 YEARS!

THE BEGINNING OF FOREVER...
Our wedding was not small, but not huge either.
We had it outside in August, and it was HOT!
The area we got married in is a cute little town,
and chickens were roaming around on the patio.
In our wedding video you can hear the roosters
crowing as we were saying our vows! The best
part of our wedding was getting to spend time
with our close friends and family. After our vows,
we went to a family member’s house and had
some yummy food and a pool party. For our
honeymoon we drove to a small area in the state
and did a lot of hiking and some wine tasting.
We kept it small because we were saving up to
go to Scotland a few years later!

FOR FUN WE...
While our activities have had to change as we have
grown our family, we have always really enjoyed being
active together. We were very avid crossfitters for
many years, and now we enjoy going on hikes once
a week. Before we had a little one, we loved to travel
to new places and go on adventures together (close
by and far away). We are excited to share our love of
travel with our children as they get older.
On quiet date nights at home, we both really enjoy
playing cribbage, doing puzzles, and just spending
time catching up with each other. We also really love
to do projects around the house like laying tile or
making a built-in bookshelf.
We try to make it a family tradition to go for a hike
on Saturday mornings. Ellie loves going on adventures
with Thor (our dog). When we get home from school
and work, we love to play together. Ellie’s favorite
things to play are hot wheels, legos, puzzles or just
running around the house like a tornado. We like to try
and take a small trip once a year. Ellie got to go to
the beach for the first time this past year, and it was
amazing to see the pure joy.

WE VALUE...
We do our best to serve others through the ministries
and work we do. We both helped to start the missions
department at our church and also work on the racial
reconciliation board in our church. Stephanie works
with engineering missions, helping partners around
the world implement engineering solutions like solar
and water treatment plants. Jeremiah does a lot of
work in the state using his handy-man skills to help
families make their homes safe. He also serves as the
community service lead for his organization at work
by planning events, pulling metrics, and keeping
coworkers informed. Service and social justice are
important values in our home.
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We are both very close with our families. We talk with
our parents at least once a week or more. Though
they live several states away, we are very intentional
to make sure that we nourish our relationship with
them so that Ellie really knows them and feels close
with them. We video chat with them often just so Ellie
can tell them how her day was. Uncle Joe lives in the
same city, and we make sure to have a family dinner
with him once a week. We set up virtual game nights
with our siblings once a week as well.

ON STEPH’S SIDE...
My mother (Mimi) and father (Popop) live several states away. They take care of my aunt Bev (my
father’s sister) who is adopted. She lives with my
parents as she has a brain injury and cannot live on
her own. In addition to my immediate family, I am
blessed to have a relationship with my birth father
(Papou), his wife (Yaya), and my half-sister (Aunti
Maggie). I have a big extended family of cousins!

ON JEREMIAH’S SIDE...

O UR FAM IL IES A R E S O
EXCIT ED TO A D D A
C H ILD TO T H E FA M I LY !

My family includes my father (Grumpy) and mother (Grammie). My dad is retired, and my mother
works remotely which allows them to travel around
the country in their trailer. It has been amazing to
get to see them for months at a time. I am the eldest of three boys. My middle brother, Paul, lives with
his wife Melissa several states away. My youngest
brother, Joseph, lives in town. My grandmother lives
several states away, and Ellie loves to talk with her
great grammie.
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meet:

STEPHANIE

she is...
LOYAL
PA S S I O NAT E
C AR ING

ACCORDING TO HER HUSBAND...
Steph has such an incredible heart for others. She’s a strong, intelligent, independent person who challenges
me to be the best man I can be. But it’s her desire to help others that I admire most. Stephanie is always
thinking of others and what she can do for them.
I really admire how Steph interacts so well with children. She is so good at working with Ellie to get at the
core of what is wrong or to work with her to reach a compromise. She also has the patience of a saint. When
we came home from China, Ellie didn’t want anything to do with Steph. Despite the pain of rejection, Steph
was able to continue to love and care for Ellie with all her heart. Ellie calls Steph her ‘best friend’ now. Steph
has a big heart for kids. I see it in how she plays and works with Ellie as well as in her professional career
working with high school and college students.

MORE ABOUT STEPHANIE...
I am a professor of Electrical Engineering at a small Christian
University. When we adopted Ellie, I received a full 16 weeks
of maternity leave. Even after maternity leave, my job has
been wonderful, offering me the flexibility we needed to take
Ellie to all of her medical appointments. I have summers off
which has been wonderful to bond with Ellie. I plan to take
a full maternity leave after the adoption and then continue
working. When we adopted Ellie, we staggered our parental
leave so that both Jeremiah and I could bond with our
daughter and offer her the time she needed at home.
When I’m not working with my students or spending time with
my family, I try to take time for self care. I am an avid reader and love to read all different kinds of books. One of my
favorites is “Tattoos on the Heart” by Gregory Boyle. Other
hobbies of mine include crocheting (my great grandmother
taught me!) and playing piano.

I am so excited to expand our family. When we adopted our daughter I didn’t know what
becoming a mother would look like, and it has been an amazing experience. Don’t get me
wrong, there have been some very difficult times, but looking back I am proud of how I
have grown as a person and a mother. I have much room for growth and a lot of love to
give. I am a better person because Ellie is in my life, and I know our second child will bring
even more joy into our lives. It will be pure joy to see our child grow, challenge themselves
(and me!), accomplish their goals, and become their own person.
My greatest wish is that my children never ask the question if they are loved. I want them
to know that I love them no matter what. I want them to know that Baba loves them no
matter what. I want them to know that their birth family loves them deeply.

meet:

JEREMIAH

he is...
F U NNY
S EL FL ES S
CAR ING

ACCORDING TO HIS WIFE...
Jeremiah is one of the most thoughtful people I know. He is great at working with his hands and building
things. Beyond his thoughtfulness and handiness, Jeremiah is also a very organized person (complete opposite from myself). We complement each other, and he has taught me to grow in this area of my life.
Jeremiah is a very active and present father. He is not afraid to be silly and get down on the floor to play
dress-up, legos, chef, hot wheels, or whatever imaginative play our daughter has come up with. He is extremely compassionate and will do anything to make sure Ellie feels loved. Jeremiah is also a very humble
father. He is always ready to improve his parenting, attending parenting courses that our adoption partners
offer.

MORE ABOUT JEREMIAH...
One of the things I’ve always liked doing is solving problems.
Starting off my career as a software engineer allowed me a
lot of freedom to do just that! Since then I’ve expanded my
horizons to web development, and at my current position as
a data analyst, I’m doing my best to improve our consumers’
journeys by providing insights into website usage.
My team, management, and upper-management are all supportive and excited for our adoption. While the company provides 2 weeks paid leave, they encourage me to take the time
I need with my family.
I’m a big DIYer. Whether it’s finishing our basement, building
a few lounge chairs, laying brick for our new mailbox, or fixing/tinkering with something, I’ve done it. My pinterest is full
of projects that I’ve done and that I want to do. I’m also a
huge car guy and dream of working on cars with my kids. I
love hikes, ultimate frisbee, video games, photography, and
watching a good movie with the family.
When Ellie does something for the first time, I see that spark of enthusiasm, of wonder, of joy,
of courage, and of confidence. It makes me so joyful and humbled that God has put me in a
position to be there to support, encourage, and love her. That’s one of the things I love about
being a Dad, and I can’t wait to open a world of opportunity for our future child.
My greatest prayer for my children is that they find peace, love, and joy in their lives. That they
are not left wanting, and have the means and knowledge to help the vulnerable of the world.
That they can understand science and truth and use those tools to discern what is right.

meet:

ELLIE
Eliana (Ellie) is a goofy, super active little girl who loves adventures, is kind, and thoughtful. She loves to wear fancy dresses every day and has no fear of getting in the mud and
getting dirty. Which definitely makes for A LOT of laundry. Given her fashion sense, it may
be surprising, but she also loves monster trucks and hot wheels! When her friends are sad
she is the first to ask if she can do something to help or give a hug. She loves and lives big!
It has been a joy to watch her grow in her confidence and personality. She is so excited to
have a little sibling. She is already planning all the things she wants to teach them!

A D AY I N T H E

LIFE OF ELLIE
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WE ARE BETTER TOGETHER...
We have a ranch-style home in a large and diverse city. We love it because
the location puts us between the city and several amazing parks and hikes.
Our house has 5 bedrooms and 3.5 baths, thanks partly to the basement
that we finished on our own. Our house sits on a third of an acre, so we
have a pretty sizable yard. It is fenced in for both safety and for our super
sweet pupper, Thor! We love to grow a garden in the summer. Ellie plants
strawberries and goes out on the front porch to pick them in the mornings.
We have a kitchen island that Ellie scoots up to to help cut the strawberries,
make breakfast, or help mix brownies.

THIS IS THE PLACE THAT WE
MAKE THE SWEETEST OF
MEMORIES WITH ONE ANOTHER.
We have two cats, Grace and Senor Gato, and one dog, Thor. All of our
animals are great with Ellie. Ellie loves to scoop Gato up in her arms and
run around the house. He is so patient! He just lays there until she sets him
down (then he runs away, haha!). Thor is the sweetest with Ellie. He is a
basset hound mix and he loves to just cuddle on the couch or sit next to her
while she’s playing with her hot wheels. He is patient, loving, and protective
of her.

We live in a medium sized city with access to many different cultures and
fun activities. We live in an amazing small neighborhood with some awesome
neighborhoods. There are a lot of young families, and Ellie’s best friend, who
was also adopted, lives right across the street! There is a small creek that goes
through the neighborhood that we like to walk to and skip rocks in.
We are intentional about the people we surround ourselves with. We want
to make sure that Ellie can see people who look like her. We attend Chinese
School once a week and participate in Chinese community events throughout
the year. We work with a sister African American church as a part of our racial
reconciliation work. We attend church there a couple of times a month, we
organize food pantries, habitat builds, and other community events with them.
We have an amazing day care that Ellie goes
to close to our house. They are so supportive
of Ellie’s special needs. Ellie’s confidence,
personality, and language skills have grown
so much since going there. The public schools
in our area are good, and Stephanie also has
access to a great private school option through
her faculty position.

“WE CAN’T WAIT TO SHARE
THESE COMMUNITY ROOTS
WITH A SWEET BABY.”
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WE WOULD BE HONORED TO WALK
ALONGSIDE YOU ON THIS JOURNEY...

hopes + dreams
Our family’s plans are to grow in the
house we have and the community we love. We hope to be a family
of four through adoption and do not
have plans to have any more children
afterwards. Once we get settled as a
family of four, we would love to take
some more trips around the states to
see family, visit national parks, and
enjoy traveling. We would love to get
the kiddos involved in activities they
enjoy

(gymnastics,

soccer,

writing

camp, etc.). We are so excited to help
nurture our kids’ passions!

our faith
We see Christ working through our actions and
the actions of others. It is truly humbling to see all
the ways in which God works in our lives! While
we were both raised in the faith, our families
were also supportive of us finding our place
in God’s world. We would like to provide our
children the same: a strong foundation in what
Christianity is, but the freedom to question, to
learn, to listen, and to discern. We both believe
that God is in every one of us, and we want our
children to understand that and to explore what
that means and who God is.

education
We want to provide the absolute best education our children could receive and desire to send our children to private
school. However, we temper this desire with the understanding that our children need to be in an inclusive environment
where they are not the only person that looks like them. There is no one-size fits all solution. We want our children to
thrive academically and emotionally wherever they are. No matter where our children go to school, we will support
them academically and emotionally and fight for them to have equal opportunities.
Our philosophy on education
stems

from

the

biblical

teaching, “you shall love the
Lord your God with all your
heart, with all your soul, and
with all your mind...and love
your neighbor as yourself.” We
will not force our children to go
to college, and we will support
them

in

whatever

higher

education/career/vocation
they choose to achieve. We
believe in the power of a well
rounded education, and we will
encourage them to achieve a
higher degree.

BEFORE YOU GO,
We know the decision before
you is not an easy one. We want
you to know you are worthy,
loved, and supported, and you
are capable of making the best
decision for you and your family.
We pray for this, even if that
decision does not include us.
Adoption can be difficult and
messy, but in that mess it can
be beautiful. We are open to
whatever level of openness
you feel comfortable with and
look forward to building a
relationship with a foundation
in mutual unconditional love.
We would be honored to walk
on this journey with you, and we
look forward to the next steps
together.

WITH LOVE,

Jeremiah
and
Stephanie

